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About This Series

Watch the official Community Guide video series to learn some of the basics of Arma 3’s military gameplay. This series is
created by Bohemia Interactive in co-operation with Andrew Gluck (better known as Dslyecxi) from the Arma community

group Shack Tactical.
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Title: Arma 3 Community Guide Series
Production:
Bohemia Interactive
Distributor:
Bohemia Interactive
Release Date: 7 Mar, 2013
Country: United States
Video Resolution: 1080p
Aspect Ratio: 16:9
Audio: Stereo
Seasons: 1
Episodes: 14

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Network Bandwidth of 5Mbps for 540p, 3Mbps for 360p.
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Easy to 100% in less than an hour. That's the only good that can come of this.. I don't understand where people are getting this
"Story Line" from? There is none, other than "the world blew up, now ferry people around aimlessly"?! Nothing else ever
happened after 34minutes of play. I traveled across the US breaking windows and eating rotten food and beer? I don't get it.
Refunded.. Not bad, not bad at all...

The game idea is very well made i think this game can go far.
game is quite fun for the file size of the game and the price is really cheap.
hopefully they keep adding new things, to the game because i think this
game with enought effort will be a masterpiece to be proud of.

really enjoyed the time i played with my friends and keep up the good work,
just don't get lazy and forget about this game in the development process.. Great fun game to fill in the time even if your'e
playing solo its fun to see if you can beat your PB.. I have put a few hours into this and id say it is %100 worth the price. Don'
buy this game unless you enjoy the following:
-Very slow build ups
-Unintelligent gameplay
-Difficulty based off of restrictive movement and buffed enemy health
-Enemies with no intelligence
-No pause menus during gameplay
-No exit button or main menu at all

*I got to wave 99 on my first runthrough. Every enemy is predictable or on a preditermined path. Wave games are meant to
implement reflexes and the players ability to process multiple scenarios while continously thining the arena and observing a
potential path. This game just forces you into corners, runs you into monotonous cycles, and did a fine job of not even living up
to it's name. Good thing it was only $2 on sale. It isn't even worth that, to be honest.. Fun game, although not a pure bullet hell
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A long one but a good one. You play a character in an alternate earth who goes back in time and messes things up royally,
getting themselves and a few friends stuck in Silverworld and they must fix things and maybe go home. It has a lot of stats to
keep track of and many ways to complete your objectives. The characters are interesting and the plot is engaging. It may be a
little long but that is fine.. Buggy as the worst of them. Keys dont work, xbox controller is upside down and left is right.
Unplayable! Steam wont refund cause game launch window counts as play time! Laughable! I will sue for fraud. Absolute
garbage, no quality control.. No tutorial. No story. Not related to anime as it was presented. Font and UI are not scalable. Poor
character animation. Poor sound effects.
For the first time I experienced MMO world that does not care for its new players.. It's got a good beat and you can dance to it!.
As an achievement♥♥♥♥♥, 1 achievement is a win.
Sadly, this game is an utter piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥ downloading takes goddamned forever
It looks like♥♥♥♥♥♥ it plays like♥♥♥♥♥♥ it's♥♥♥♥♥♥with everything.

Don't even bother for the achievement, you're wasting more time with their dumb launcher than anything other. ITS NOT
FREE.. Unfair to loyal fans... but I'm happy to have it. Thank you SCS.
. it wont register in my items!
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